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OPERATIONAL DIRECTIVE  
No.06 – 16/05/2020 

  

On extension of restrictions in the field of civil aviation in order to prevent 
the spread of infection with Coronavirus (2019- nCoV) 
 

1. This Operational Directive is issued in accordance with art.7 paragraph (3) 1) d) 
of the Aviation Code of the Republic of Moldova no.301/2017, following Decision 
no.11 of the National extraordinary public health commission dated 15th of May 
2020.  
 

2. Shall be suspended all scheduled and nonscheduled passenger flights to/from 
the Republic of Moldova with the possibility of gradual relaunch, depending on 
the epidemiological situation and:  
 
a) reciprocity regarding the regime of communication through scheduled flights 

with the corresponding states; 
b) access restrictions of the foreign citizens in the Republic of Moldova; 
c) the self-isolation regime of persons entering or transiting the territory of the 

Republic of Moldova; 
d) access restrictions of the citizens of the Republic of Moldova in the 

corresponding states.  
 

3. Air operators performing nonscheduled passenger flights to the Republic of 
Moldova are prohibited to embark passengers of other citizenship, other than of 
the Republic of Moldova, except: 

a) family members of the citizens of the Republic of Moldova; 
b) persons holding a long stay visa, a residence permit or a document 

equivalent to the residence permit issued by the authorities; 
c) persons travelling for professional interest, proved by a visa, residence 

permit or another equivalent document; 
d) members of diplomatic missions and of consular offices accredited in the 

Republic of Moldova, members of international organizations/missions, as 
well as their family members or staff that may provide humanitarian aid; 

e) passengers in transit, including those repatriated as a result of the 
consular protection.  
 

4. Air operators performing nonscheduled passenger flights to the Republic of 
Moldova shall assure that passengers crossing the state border on their way into 
the Republic Moldova shall mandatorily fill in the epidemiological file and sign the 
declaration on their own responsibility to observe the self-isolation regime for a 
period of 14 (fourteen) days in established places. Flight crew members are not 
obliged to observe the self-isolation regime, unless they display clinical signs of 
respiratory infection or fever.   

     
5. Air operators performing nonscheduled passenger flights to the Republic of 

Moldova shall comply operational instructions on ensuring the health and safety 



of passengers, flight crew members and maintenance personnel through 
measures reducing the transmission risk of Covid-2019 infection, approved by 
the Civil Aviation Authority, at the same time maintaining safe operation 
conditions (assuring an equivalent level of flight safety).   
 

6. Operational Directive no.05-25/03/2020 “On establishment of certain restrictions 
in the field of civil aviation in order to prevent the spread of infection with the new 
Coronavirus (2019- nCoV) shall be repealed. 
 

7. This Operational Directive is published on the website of the Civil Aviation 
Authority, section ”Legal framework/Directives” and is acknowledged to all air 
operators responsible for application of this Operational Directive. 
 

8. This Operational Directive enters into force from the moment it is signed and 
shall be in force until 30.06.2020, local time 23:59. 
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